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CHAPTER I

..

INTRODUCTION
The Boys' Club of Saint Louis, better known as Father
Maxwell's Boys' Club, celebrates its tenth anniversary this
year.

An opportune time is presented, therefore, to study and

evaluate the services which the club has rendered to the young
boys of the Soulard District during the past ten years.

The

club is a nonsectarian Character-building organization established to meet some needs of boys regardless of creed or
nationality.
It is always difficult to estimate the influence which

.~·

leisure time organizations have on the rate of delinquency.
There are many other factors, such as low economic status, poor
housing, unsatisfactory home environment, undesirable relationships, etc., which contribute to the problem of Juvenile
Delinquency.

An analysis of the memberships of the Boys' Club

and a follow-up interview study of a selected group, however,
present results which undeniably point to the fact that the
club, in providing constructive use of leisure time for a
large group of boys, has strongly affected the social environment of this area.

-1-
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Collection of Data:

The data in regard to the orgahization

and development of the club were obtained through interviews
with its organizer and director, The Reverend Charles P. Maxwell
Mr. John

s.

Leahy, first president of the club; Mr. Arthur

..

Barnes, the present president of the club.

Valuable data were

obtained also from the minutes of the annual and special meetings, and from the annual reports of th1 club.

Time was spent

at the club itself until additional attendance contributed no
significant increase to the information already gained.

These

visits resulted in the establiahing of a close relationship
with the boys through innumerable informal conversations and
participation in play activities with them.
The writer, having free access to the membership records
of the club, was able to compile the statistical data necessary
for this study.

One social-research schedule was used with a

selected group of registered members of the club.

.~·

Besides

interviewing the boys in this selected group, visits were made
to their homes where the parents were interviewed also.

An

insight into the physical and the social environment of the
boys, as well as their relations to their families and the club
resulted from this study.

The question and answer method was

necessary in same instances, since there were many points on
the schedule to be covered.

In most instances, however, the

informal information was secured without the question and answer
method, but through the conversational method.

Admissions to

.,
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the homes were at first difficult because the families oelieved
the research worker was a bill collector.

Confidence was estab-

lished at once in the visits by·informing the person who
answered the door that the research worker was a student making
.,

a study of the boys' club of which John was a member, and that
he would appreciate a few minutes of their time.

The reaction

to such an approach proved invaluable. •In many cases, the
family had moved elsewhere, but always the new tenant was more
than obliging in giving the worker the new address.

It

happene~

not a few times, that the new tenants had a boy or two who
belonged to the club, and without

~estioning

they would become

quite interested in discussing the benefits of the boys' club.
Conferences were held with Mr. Frank

x.

Reller, chief pro-

bation officer of the Juvenile Court of Saint Louis, and with
many business men in the community, in order to determine
attitudes towards the club.

their~

Camp Don Bosco in Hillboro,

Missouri, a source of a summer vacation for many of the registered members of the club, was visited also.

CHAPTER II

..

THE ORGANIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE
BOYS' CLUB OF SAINT LOUIS

•

The city of Saint Louis is divided into 25 districts, and
each district is made up of one or more tracts.

(Cf. Map of

Saint Louis, Chapter IV, p.30).,). The Boys' Club is located in
the 23rd district, tract D.
The neighborhood which surrounds the Boys 1 Club is known
as the Soulard district.

Soulard was the name of a pioneer

French family who originally owned this tract of land.

It is a

very thickly populated section which is just south of the downtown district.

This district is about one and one half miles

square and extends from Chouteau Avenue south to Russell Boulevard, and from the Mississippi River Front westward to
Eighteenth Street.

Most of the buildings in this section are

two-story houses, originally made to house four families, two
families on the ground floor, and two on the upper floor, with
eaen family having three rooms.

There are also a large number

of three-story buildings which, for the most part, are occupied
by manufacturing concerns.

Almost all the houses are built at

the sidewalk--a front yard or lawn is an exception--while the
-4-
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yards, if not built up with rear tenements, are verf small.

This district may be described, even though there are still
same houses that are kept in good repair, as run down or
neglected.

Most of the buildings are more than fifty years old;

..

many do not have adequate sanitation facilities.
The population of this district can be divided into six
equal groups as to number:

1) German,

i)

Slavs, 3) Irish,

4) Syrian, 5) Italian, and §.) Jews and Negroes.

1

There has been

a recent influx, since the depression, of people from the rural
districts.

The last group is new to the district, and, due to

their poverty, two and three families are living together in
only two or three rooms; the same may be said of the rest of
the

group~although

case.

in these groups this is not generally the

The families of this district are as a whole much larger

than the average American family.

The male population between •

the years of 5-29, according to the 1930 Census, totals 13,429.
The total population of Saint Louis is 821,960.
the city is 61.37 square miles, or 38,276 acres.

The area of
2

As for places of outdoor recreation for children in the
Soulard district, there are only two playgrounds, and, taken
together, they are equivalent to only two city blocks of open
space.

Besides this, there is only one vacant lot in the whole

1. Encyclopedia Americana (1939 edition), Vol. 24, p. 142.
2. Ibid.
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section.

The children cannot play in the streets because of

the heavy automobile and truck traffic in the district.

Con-

sequently, this district was greatly in need of a boys' club.
In 1927 tithe Soul!ard district had only one Boys' Agency, namely,
The Kingdom House, which had an approximate membership of
300 boys. t1

3

In the year of 1927, Archbishop Glennon, Archbishop of
Saint Louis, appointed Father Charles P. Maxwell to take charge
of the Catholic Boy Scouts of Saint Louis.

Two years later,

however, the ArchbiShop, realizing that the care of the downtown, underprivileged boy required more than a membership in a
Boy Scout troop, suggested that Father Maxwell found a club to
"get the boys off the street--get them to play and to keep them
occupied...

Several downtown neighborhoods were suggested by

His Excellency, Archbishop Glennon.

However, after an investi-

gation of the various downtown districts, the Soulard district
was selected.

This district had the largest boy population in

the city and it took the lead in delinquency rate.
The Reverend Ralph A. Gallagher, Ph.D., S.J., who played a
very active part in the foundation of the club, in his Dissertation for the Degree of Doctor crll'Philosophy, informs us that in
1928 the Boys' Clubs of America, Inc., after they had made a
study of the Boy conditions in Saint Louis, made this statement:

3. Report of study in the city of Saint Louis made by Boys'
Clubs of Ame-ric.A Tnn
lQ?.A
* ~AA .~~ ......... A4 ....
A ....

r
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"Eighty per cent of the boys in the city are unreached by
existing agencies, and in areas like the Soulard District very
little was being done at all."

4

The following report from the Boys' Club of America
.,

presents the number of arrests of boys 17 and under, in the
City of Saint Louis, to be equal to one boy in every fourteen.
The Police Report 1927 recorae the arrest of
3486 Boys 17 years of age and under. This
number of arrests is equivalent to one Boy
in every fourteen of this age group in the
City ofSt. Louis. In addition, it is
estimated that same 750 complaints against
Boys were brought directly to·the Juvenile
Court. Of the police arrests, about one in
five was for some offense serious enough.to
bring the Boys before the Juvenile Court.
Some 1700 cases were settled out of court.
Of the 690 cases of delinquent Boys brought
before the Juvenile Court during 1927, 241
or 35% were actually committed to institutions. This number does not include Boys
committed, whose sentence was suspended and
the Boy placed on parole. The large number
of arrests of Juvenile Boys cannot be lightly
dismissed with the assumption that there are
a large number of "repeaters", or that many
cases are trivial in nature. Officials
realize that for every Boy offender who
appears more than once during the year, there
might be substituted several cases of equal
importance of which no complaint was made.
The importance of the number of arrests when
compared to the total Boy population is not that
it tells how delinquent a Boy may be, but
rather how delinquent St. Louis is. A record
which presents a number of arrests equal to
one Boy in every fourteen, indicates how
serious are the environmental conditions which
surround the Boy and bring him into conflict
with society.5
of Delinquent Conduct,

-aIn the early part of 1929, Father Maxwell, then pas1ior of
st. John's, went to see John s. Leahy, corporation attorney of
st. Louis, who was noted tor his interests in the under-privileged boy and his ability for organization.

Mr. Leahy called

..

a meeting of a number of men prominent in civic and private
life, business and professional men, among whom were:
Harry Scullen, Thomas

o.

Moloney, Samuel

w.

Fordyce,

B. 0. Mahaffey, and Edward Foristel.
The meeting was held during the Annual National Conference
of Catholic Charities.

This was of fortunate consequence

because the incorporators of the Boys 1 Club had the opportunity
of hearing the experiences of the Reverend Robert Moore, Ph.D.,
Director of Social Action, Catholic Charities of New York, who
was attending the Catholic Charities meeting.

They also had

the expert advice of Alexander Campbell of the Boys' Clubs of

•

America, Inc., who emphasized the need of a Boys' Club in
St. Louis and of the success of this movement in other cities.
At this meeting five thousand dollars was raised, to which
sum the Archbishop of St. Louis, although not present, made a
donation of one thousand dollars, to start a Boys' Club.
Mr. John

s.

Leahy was elected first president of the club,

which office he held for three years.

Afterwards he became

vice-president of the Club and still holds this office.
Reverend Charles P. Maxwell was elected secretary, and
Samuel

w.

Fordyce, treasurer.

The application of Boys' Club of

-9-

Saint Louis for a Pro For.ma Decree of Incorporation was •filed
in the Circuit Court of Saint Louis on the twentieth day of
March, 1929, and the decree was granted constituting them a body
6
corporate and politic by the name designated •

..

The first location of the Boys' Club, in the Soulard
District, was a

~ilding

at Ninth Street and Park Avenue, an

abandoned parochialschool building,

whi~h

once had been a

Christian Brothers' School, later a Sodality Hall of
St. Vincent's Church nearby.

The building, Which stood four

stories in height, was rented and remodeled for club purposes.
The top floor had been formerly used as an auditorium and,
having a

hi~

ceiling, was easily converted into a gymnasium;

on the third floor were situated the showers, lockers and
library; junior game rooms and offices occupied the second floor;
the ground floor was tbe senior department which was comprised

*

of a wood-craft shop, electrical Shop, and hand-craft departments.
The building here described perhaps would not have been
opened until many months later had it not been for the constant
urging of Reverend Ralph Gallagher, S.J., at that time a member
of the faculty of St. Louis University, and now at Loyola
University in Chicago.

It was Father Gallagher, ever anxious to

see the club organized and going, who encouraged Father Maxwell
6. Copy of Application filed in Circuit Court, March 20, 1929.

r
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and speeded up the action of establishing the first Boys" Club
of St. Loui a·.
When the Club opened its door on October 1, 1929, a staff
of four trained workers greeted a crowd or three hundred boys

..

who had eagerly watched the transformation of the old building,
and who were now clamoring for admittance.

According to

Father Gallagher the first several year• were used in attempting
to develop the program which would fit the needs of the individual boy.

The interest was not so much in the boys who came

to the club, but in the boys Who registered and did not return.
Trained workers visited these boys to find out what they
desired that the Boys' Club could give to them.

Boys' Club

work is focused on the individual boy's interest, and so the
boys, as individuals, were consulted on the needs and activities
of the club.
The five thousand dollars raised at the first meeting kept
the club going for the first nine months.

The club was forced

to close during the summer due to lack of funds.

However, it

opened in September when the Board of Directors raised another
two thousand dollars to carry on until the first of the year.
It was not long before it became a Cooperating Member of the
Boys' Clubs of America, Inc •

7

. 7. Minutes of a meeting held in 1929.

-114'

In January, 1931, John McCormack donated his services for
a concert.

It netted eight thousand dollars which were used

tor current expenses.

In December of the sane year another

..

twelve thousand dollars were raised from a benefit football
gmne in which the Notre Dame All Stars played the St. Louis
All Stars.

The funds for operating expenses of the club in the

succeeding years, 1932, 1933, and 1934 •ere obtained through
benefit football games between local All Stars and visiting
All Star teams, and through occasional public appeals.
The memberanip of the club increased yearly and in 1935 it
became necessary to seek larger quarters.

A building at

Seventh Street and Lafayette Avenue was leased.

It was adjacent

to a large city gymnasium to which the members of the Boys'
Club had free access.

With this move it was necessary to

...

increase the staff by three full-time supervisors.
In 1936 the Community Council of the United Charities
approved the Club's program and the club was accepted as a
member agency.

It is provided with an operating budget of

eight thousand dollars a year.

About this time Father Maxwell

thought it advisable to acquire a building which would be

~he

permanent home of the club and that would always be identified
with the movement.

He realized that stability was a requisite

of a boys' club and or any other organization that would be
successful.

The active membership had now reached six hundred,

and there were at least as many more whose membership was of a

-12desultory nature, and so the building on Seventh and Laf4yette
8
had become inadequate.
With the permission of the Board of
Directors of the club, Father Maxwell acquired a building at
9
1507 South Eighth Street.
The building took fire while it was

..

being remodeled and burned before it was ever occupied.
As the result of this fire the club was forced to continue
its activities in the old building on Stventh and Lafayette
1

until 1937, when the present building of the club was purchased.
The building, formerly the old Freund Bakery, was in such disrepair--only the brick walls were standing--that the property
was able to be purchased for the value of the ground, seven
thousand dollars.

This sum was provided from the sale and

insurance collected after the fire which a year ago destroyed
a less ambitious plant being remodeled for the Boys' Club on
South Eighth Street.
The work of remodeling the newly acquired building began
~ediately.

With twenty-three thousand dollars spent remodel-

ing the old bakery and with much of the labor donated by building trade unions, one would hardly suspect that the building
had been reconstructed.

Leaded glass windows and iron-grilled

balconies from the Old Mission Inn have been cleverly worked in
by the architect to enhance the white pointed facade.

a.
9.
10.

Minutes of meeting held November 5, 1936
Ibid.
Minutes of a Special Meeting of the Board of Directors

·13-

The Boys' Club of St. wis moved into its new building on
December 15, 1937 •

The cl~o as it now stands at Tenth and

Lafayette Avenue covers halt a block of ground.

It has a gym-

nasium 50x90 ft., 24 ft. hi~; locker rooms and showers adjoining; three large game rooms with billiard tables and other table
games; library and offices on the first floor.
floor is a handball

c~rt,aroom

mattress-covered floor,

rin~a,

three music, lecture and

On the second

for boxing and

wrestlin~with

bars and punching bags overhead;

P~Dlic

speakingr·rocms; two workshops,

one for wood-working, one for metal-working; radio and electrical shops; and a studio for eraftsworks and"~ painting.

On the

third floor over the front ~art of the building is a large
assembly room used for various meetings and social gatherings.
A large building was necessary to accomodate a membership
now increased to over a thousand, with an average daily at tendance of 500 to 600 boys,

~

a full-time recreation program

going on daily from 11:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M.

Because the club

maintained a specific identity as a Boys' Club, it was admitted
as a Member Clnb in the Bo~e' Club of America, Inc.
The Boys' Clubs of Amertea, assembled in annual meeting,
has adopted certain

mini~membership

standards, and the follow

ing types of membership halebeen duly established:
Member Clubs in theBoys' Club of America., Inc.,
are those clubs thatlllB.intain a specific identity
as Boys' Clubs.

*

f'

..
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Affiliate Members in the Boys' Clubs of America,
Inc., are Settlements, Community Centers, and
Neighborhood Houses, which have Boys' Departme~s
and which provide professional supervision and
adequate program facilities for work with boys.
Cooperating Members in the Boy_s' Clubs of America,
Inc., are recreational agencies which are supported by taxation and maintain Boys' Departments or
Divisions with proper standards of leadership and
program for boys·.
The three above types of members, •so long as they substantially comply with the standards of memberships hereinafter
referred to, are to enjoy full and equal privileges in the
National Organization.
The standards of membership which members have set for
themselves are merely such

min~

requirements as will insure

effective and socially desirable leisure-time activities for
boys.

They are as follows:
1. The organization must provide a program for,
and be available within the limit of its
capacity and facilities to, all boys, without
distinction as to class or creed.
2. It must provide suitable facilities, either in
a separate building or a definite part of a
building, whiCh can be readily identified as
a Boys 1 Club.
3. Its facilities must be available to boys at
least nine months a year, five days a week,
and three hours a day.
4. It must be under the control of a representative Board ofDirectors which functions in
the determination of policies and in the
management.
5. It must maintain a diversified program of
physical, educational, and social activities.

-15-

6.

It must employ a full-time executive whose
education, training, experience, and character qualify him for the leadership and
guidance of boys.

7.

It must have attained in recorded active
membership at least 100 boys who voluntarily
associate with it and partJ:cipate in its
programs.

8.

Membership in the Boys' Club must be available to boys,without discrimination as to
nationality or individual rtligious belief.

9·.

It must maintain an approved record-keeping
system and its financial accounts must be
annually audited by a competent accountant.

10.

It must fill out and file with the National
Organization the annual report for.ms when
requested once a year.

11.

It must make a contribution annually
support of the Boys' Club of America.

!£

the

At the present time the membership is over fifteen hundred.
The club employs a staff of six full-time workers, four W.P.A.
and eight N.Y.A. workers.

Mr. Clarence J. Homan, who has been

with the club for the past eight years, started as an assistant
director, but has since become Diractor of the Club.
Lane is secretary and handcraft instructress.
Joergens is athletic director.

Miss Mary

Mr. Walter

This trained personnel provides

supervision during the time boys are out of school or out of
work, afternoons and evenings.

The club is devoted entirely to

the interests of the boys and almost exclusively to underprivileged boys.

Dues are imposed for purposes of registering same

11. How the Boys' Clubs of America Functions as a National
Serviae Bn.,-a I f'!l n'ha n.P A
... ~0
T~-"lOAn
c:. ..a_
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small sense of responsibility and earnestness.
It would not be fair to the Reverend Charles P. Maxwell
merely to mention him in connection with the Board of Directors,
because he is far more active in the actual operation of the

..

Club.

Father Maxwell is a builder and organizer.

He is able

to secure the financial resources Which are needed, not through
bombastic or spectacular salemnanship,
of his work are so evident.

~ut

because the results

He goes about his work in an un-

assuming and self-effacing way, and so quietly has he marshalled
the resources whiCh have brought this largest Boys' Club into
flourishing existence, that he is known chiefly to the boys
themselves.
Father Maxwell has the able assistance of a personally
interested Board of Directors.

The Board of Directors includes

Arthur Barnes, president of the Boys' Club; John

s.

Leahy, vicar

president; Rev. Charles P. Maxwell, secretary and treasurer;
John Bakewell, Jr., Ralph Coale, Frank W. Corley, Willard R. Cox
who served as second president of the club; George L. Dwyer,
Samuel

w.

Fordyce, Most Rev. John J. Glennon, Joseph Forshaw,

J. D. Perry Francis, Luke E. Hart,
Mahaffey, Thomas

o.

c.

Oscar Lamy, Birch

o.

Moloney, Oliver T. Renners, J. Fred Schlafly,

Harry Scullin, Thomas J. Sheehan, Alfred F. Steiner, Francis
Sullivan, and Lynn A. Watt.

c.

..

CHAPTER III

PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES
In addition to the family 6 where ~e basic patterns are
formed6 and the personal associations of the play group, we find
that the neighborhood or community plays an important role in
the lives of boys, which may lead to delinquency.

Since one's

contacts in the neighbor-hood are more or less direct, it is
evident that the psychic for.ms of group behavior are strong.
Culture patterns are diffused, or become the basis of conflicts.
Group ideals become embodied and transmitted.
differ according to the groups.

Local cultures

This phenomenon not too fre-

quently gives rise to delinquency.

*

'''

The proper use of leisure time is one of our most pressing
social

probl~s

today.

"More than ninety per cent of criminal

acts are committed during leisure time.

A majority of children

are brought into court because of lack of adequate community
direction of leisure-time activities.

If children had opportu-

nities of using up their pent-up energies in parks, playgrounds,
and gymnasiums, and in other wholesome ways, they would not
insist on commdtting acts that jeopardize the public welfare.
-17-

-lSIt becomes society's responsibility to provide wholesoml organized activities to meet these inherent demands of youth.
'

Otherwise, society pays dearly for this adult insufficiency."

1

It is evident from experience that it is beyond the capacity of

..

many homes in the Sculard Dis·trict to provide the necessary and
cons true tive enj o~ent during the boys leisure hours.
the lack of adequate supervised

leisur~time

Due to

activities in the

Soulard District, the Boys' Club forms the most promising meth
of attacking the problem of leisure hours.
The Boys' Club of St. Louis is an organization that
primarily to the pavement boy; it seeks to Shift the boy in his
spare time from the oity streets and its dangers to a place he
will like and one whiCh at the same time will develop his chara
ter and moral structure.

"Group work aids the individual to

adjust to the complexities of modern community

living-~ore,

~

it may be able to help him master the social difficulties that
threaten further social progress and even civilization itself."
Leisure-time organizations are not a substitute in character-building for the home, the school, and the church.

They

may, however, assist in the development of the boy who is
deprived of these constructive influences and primary sources
of character formation.
1.

The club strives to give the boy the

Thomas, Sullenger, Social Determinants in Juvenile DelinNew York, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1936, P• 6.
2. Joshua Lieberman, "New Trends in Group Work", National
Associ~~~on for the Study of Group WorkL Association Press, N.Y •
quenci~
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opportunity to find his occupational bent; to stimulate

~is

imagination and give him the opportunity to find pleasing and
wholesome and sometimes even constructive enjoyment.
helps him to develop qualities ot sports.anship.

The club

For in

sportsmanship lie the fine qualities of''loyalty, competition
with zeal, yet without bitterness, under his own self-imposed
restraints that respect the rights of others.

•

"Just as

mathematics is a way or manner of thinking, so play is a way of
social behaving.

Thus, when games, used as educational nutri-

ment, are well correlated with the growth and development of
the

playe~s,

they induce normal patterns of social play-behavio ,

characteristics of no other activity."

3

Herein, is the traini

in fair play and ethics which will aid the boy to live a full
life.
With this in mind, the B()ys 1 Club of St. Louis has adopted
a program of activities which is constituted to lead a boy to
desirable objectives.

Any such program must of necessity be

diversified and fitted to meet the needs of the individual boy
in relation to the group.

The anaemic, round-shouldered boy

confined indoors most of the time needs a far different form of
development from the robust, red-corpuscled youth, carefree as
the air he breathes.

Boys vary in temperament, in personality.

The younger the boy, the simpler the game must be, because
3. Joshua Lie beman, "New Trends in Group Work", National
Association for theStudy of Group Work, Association Press, N.Y.,
1938,

• 211.

-20-

.-

physical education, like all other educations, progresses from
the simple to the complex.

Lastly, the club has a program that

tends to develop the whole bqy. ·For, just as a boy who has
developed one ar.m would be useless when asked to lift something

..

that requires two arms, so also is the boy who is not entirely
developed lost when it comes to meeting the problems of life.
The Boys' Club of St. Louis, recognizing this fact, has a program of activities that includes vocational education and
physical education, as well as recreation.
It might be more logical to outline, first, the Club's
program of recreation and its importance, since boys are
attracted primarily to the Club by its organized play opportuni
ties.

Moreover, recreation is necessary before other_·club ac-

tivities have any real value.

Modern life, with all its

meehanical aids, gives much, but also demands much insistently ..
and constantly.

RECREATION is imperative in order to build up

among many pressures lives that are productive.
National and local recreational agencies operate
on several diverse theories. The more conservative seem to feel that recreation is a substitute program for delinquent activities, and that
the extension or recreational facilities to fill
in the entire free time of the child will combat
delinquency by affording the child no opportunity for delinquent behavior. Still other recreational agencies have faith in the t;ransfer effect
of attitudes acquired in supervised recreation,
and feel that sportsman-like behavior can be
transmitted from recreational situations to
other situations in the life of the child, so
that he will react as a socialized being through
the attitudes of social cooperation acquired in

r

....... --

-21group play. Same even feel that children trained
in ideals of sportsmanship will communicate these
ideals to other children in the community who
have not had direct contact with recreational
programs. ·' 4
Thus the recreational program of the Boys' Club of Saint
,,

Louis# under W·ise leadership# tends to check anti-social
behavior and is the means of correcting individual maladjustmenta.

The trained leaders know the club members intimately#

know the interests that animate them and their adjustment to
their environment.

The individual who threatens to become a

disciplinary problem may completely alter his behavior in
response to warmth and understanding.
In supervised recreation the group is a voluntary unit#
motivated by friendship and by an enthusiastic wish to participate.

The group's approval or disapproval is of tremendous

importance to every member.

It is a constant stimulus to pur- •

posive action and the expression of thoughts and abilities.
There is constant inter-action between individuals and the
group.
The problem of the group-work agency# as it
attempts to deal directly with producing
adequate citizens for today# is an extremely
difficult one. Many of the agencies are
located in areas with high delinquency rates#
in which mere conformity to the elements of
honesty and decency have been made impossible
for many by adverse social circumstances#
such as bad housing# low wages and unemployment.
4. Harry :M. Shulman, "Reaching the Roots of Crime 11 , Proceedings NationalOonference of Social Work, Montreal, 1935, P• 451.

.,
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In addition to the delinquent, however, the groupwork deals with many who are potentially valuable
citizens but who are absorbed in their personal
lives, inert and uninterested in the dire life
of the community. It is with this group--and
also, possibly, with many of the near delinquents
--that much can and should be done to stimulate
to wider interests and to encaurage intelligent
participation in life of the times. 5
The recreation in the Club's program has a far more important purpose than merely to fill the
pleasing activity.

l~isure

time of life with

It makes a boy more eager for life, more

interested in all that takes place around him; it makes him
feel that he is part of all that is happening, that he is a
member of his neighborhood and of his community, and, finally,
the boy is more thoroughly happy in his relationships of home,
school, and club.
The Boys' Club of St. Louis has ample facilities for
recreation.

It is equipped with a large gymnasium, fifty feet•

wide and ninety feet long, shower and locker rooms, three
informal game rooms, special exercise roams, handball courts,
and library.

Although the club has no swimming pool of its

own, it has taken advantage of the courtesy of other organizationa, using their pools for groups conducted by volunteers
from their Sea Scout units.
The Club offers many and varied opportunities for organize
play.

Of these, basketball is one of the most popular.

5. Grace L. Coyle, "Group Work and Social Change", Proceedin s National Conference of Social Work, Montreal, 1935, p. 401.
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According to the Tenth Annual Report submitted to the Board of
Directors in March of 1931, two hundred and fifty boys were
interested in this sport, from which sixteen teams were for.med.
Three of the teams were entered in inter-club leagues, of which

..

one team won the trophy, one team tied for first place, and the
other taking second place, according to the same report.
WHESTLIN6
Wrestling also attracts a number of boys, ranging in age
from fifteen to twenty-five years.

For the year ending March,

1939, an average attendance of twenty-four boys "worked out"
two nights each week during the entire year.

6

Teams out of

this group won eight of nine league meets conducted by the
Greater St. Louis Wrestling Association.

In the Ozark A.A.U.

tournament, out of ten entries, three won second place.

The

City-wide Championships in 118-pound and the heavyweight

...

classes are held by members whose only training was at the
Boys' Club.
BOXING
Boxing is another sport in which the club has had enviable
success.

The club, according to their tenth annual report,

kept twenty-five boys constantly interested in boxing classes
from an enrollment of over two hundred during the course of the
classes.

Classes are held regularly every Monday and Wednesday

6. Tenth Annual Report of the Boys' Club of St. Louis, 1939,
• 3.
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evening, with extra "work-outs" when preparing for meets.
total of 2,720 boys participated in 110 sessions.

A

Teams from

this group are enrolled in the Ozark A.A.U., and each year the
Club has eight to ten entries in the Golden Gloves tournament.
In 1938 the Club's entry in the 135-lb·; class won the Golden
Gloves Championship.
BASEBALL AND SOFTBALL
Baseball and softball also prove quite attractive to the
boys of the Boys' Club of St. Louis.

In the year 1938-39 the

Club entered one team of fifteen playens:intthe Muny Baseball
League, and another team of fifteen players in the Community
Center League.

Both of these teams finished second best in

their respective leagues.

Two of the players from these teams

secured professional league contracts, one being signed by the
St. Louis Browns; the other by the Cincinnati Reds.

In the

softball's 96 sessions of the same year, 1,920 boys took part
and four teams were organized into an inter-club league.
Besides these organized sports, the Club offers acrobatics
weight-lifting, boy-building gymnastics, indoor and outdoor
track, and handball.

In the winter months football and soccer

enjoy great popularity.
All these games are of great value socially, ethically,
and educationally.

The mental efforts required by the complex!

ty of these games are educative.

The cooperation of all and

the subordination of self for the accomplishment of the larger

•25-

good is social.

The development of a sense of fair play~ the

recognition and respect for the rights of others, and an
appreciation of the rules and laws of the games are ethical.

..

Thus it happens that although the gymnasium and organized play
are primarily for recreation, they are a most valuable auxiliary
of the club in contributing to the boy's character development.
Over and above, the Boys' Club of et. Louis has recreational facilities to take care of those boys who are not eligible
for the organized activities of the Slub.

The Club is equipped

with three game rooms, one for juniors, or gmall boys, another
for intermediates, and a third for seniors.

How well these

game rooms fill the need from the standpoint ofthe boy is
indicated by the fact that each day in the year an average of
four hundred and fifty boys come to enjoy the companionship
and play in the clean warm atmosphere of the three supervised •
play rooms equipped with games suitable to their respective ages.
The Boys' Club of St. Louis does not confine its activity
to the four walls of the club.

During the summer months of

the 1938 season, six hundred active members of the Club enjoyed
a week's outing at Camp Don Bosco, which is affiliated with the
Club.

The boys' camp has 46 cabins with accomodations for

184 boys.

Four boys sleep to a cabin, which is stuccoed,

interiorly plastered, weatherproof and cool.

At camp the boy

swims, plays ball, goes horseback riding, fishes, boxes, hikes,
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etc.

Rewards and insignia are given for every activity: and a

boy may earn a Camp Letter.
~~le

the boy is at camp, no unnecessary or burdensome

restrictions are placed upon him.

It is vacation time; hence thE

..

few ru1es imposed on him are important for the safety of the
boys.

At camp the fresh air, proper diet, and intensive periods

under trained supervision and

leadersh~

will change the entire

outlook o:f the undernourished, underprivileged, or problem boy,
and forti:fy him against the trying conditions of the unnatural
life

or

the city streets.

The Boys 1 Club is much more than a recreational agency.
The program is established to fill up all the leisure hours of
the day.

Side by side in importance with the recreational acti-

vities for employing this leisure time constructively are those
for eduoa tional and vocational training.

This training is of ..

great iJnportance today, when older boys present a special problem.

Boys between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one, neither

in school. nor at work, are developing the
tude.

11

What 1 a-the-use?" atti1-

Bence, the need for providing proper outlets for their

energies, for keeping home alive, and for guiding them in their
thinking is paramount.

In these fields the most important and

primary objective is to discover latent abilities andaptitudes
and to stimulate ambitions and the desire for self reliance.
The Boys • Club does not complete such vocational training; it
does, however, create in the boy the desire to learn, and

points the way to more specific purposes.

•

Those in charge of

the club realize that the boy who has a vocational ambition is
unlikely to became a delinquent.

Last year there were 732 boys

..

in the Boys' Club of St. Louis educational activities •
Among the more important of these activities is the Arts
and Crafts Department.

In this department a boy is given the

chance to try many sorts of work,

which~often

find the vocation to which he is suited.

enables him to

Although play activi-

ties intrigue the majority of the boys, almost an equally large
number have a compelling desire to make things.
the establianment of many types of handcrafts.

This has led to
The Club pro-

vides a well-equipped workshop and classes are held throughout
the entire year in weaving, basketry, tin-can craft, leather
work, painting in water color, drawing, metal-craft, paper
mache, modeling, puppetry, etc.
Two classes a week are held in photography, in which 42 individual boys have been engaged in the club building and on
outdoor hikes, seeking places and scenes of interest to snap
for the further pleasure of seeing the developments.

One of

these classes is now arranging a motion picture of club activities.
Woodwork stimulates the creative instinct in the boy and
teaches him the use of tools.

Classes are held without formal

registration, in groups of twelve every day.

The smaller boys
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are taught to make small articles with the coping saw; o1der
boys make novelties andsmall practical items for the home.

The

Sea Scout unit use their period in the work shop to make equipment for their own meeting room, and this year made a sail boat
.,

which they use at the Sea Scout Base at Creve Coeur Lake,
Missouri.
Under the volunteer leadership of an amateur licensed
radio operator eight boys have been keenly interested in learning the technique of radio, and have plans for building their
own short wave station at the club.
For those musically inclined the club has classes in piano,
stringed instruments, harmonica.
each week.

Classes are held three nights

An average of 72 individual boys attended these

classes. Besides individual ttaining, the Club has a dance band,
a hillbilly band, and a harmonica band, and they have had six •
radio engagements during 1938.
Classes in ballroom and tap dancing are held once each
week, with an average of 24 boys in attendance.
Although not included in the regular activities of the
club, there are many miscellaneous entertainments and socials
that are afforded to the members of the Boys' Club of St. Louis.
In the year 1938, the Municipal Opera Association made it
possible for six boys to attend the opera each week during the
season, and boys interested in various music classes of the club

-29were recipients of these passes.

Also during the

winte~months

sixty boys each week enjoyed the ice hockey games through the
courtesy of the promoters.

Mayor Dickmann and the Police

Department were hosts to one hundred and fifty boys of the Club

..

at the Annual Police Circus.

The St. Louis Fire Department

and Mayor Dickmann made it possible for 175 boys to attend the
Horse Show.

Each year at Christmas anQaalloween, parties are

given for the boys.

Last year at Christmas, gifts of toys,

candy, and clothing were distributed to 700 boys, after an
entertainment given by professional talent, who volunteered
their services to the Boys' Club.

The gifts were made possible
7
by the voluntary contributions of good friends of the Club.

•

7. Tenth Annual Report of the Boys' Club of St. Louis,
March 1939, P• 6.

CHAPTER IV
SURVEY OF TOTAL MEMBERSHIP FOR 1937
From the analysis of 1143 active membership cards for the
year 1937, it is evident that the Boys' Club of St. Louis, which
was established for an under-privileged area, the Soulard
District, is serving a local need.

Such evidence can be estab-

lished tram Table III and the Analysis of Membership Map, since
both reveal that over 85% of the members of the club are from
the Soulard District.

Moreover, that it was established to take

care of as many boys as possible between the ages of eight and
twenty-one who teemed in that district is likewise indicated in
Table II.

It was also possible to formulate tables which give

evidence to the birthplace of the members, relationships of
persons with whom they live, the number of years they were regis·
tered with the club, and the activities the members, for the
most part, participated in.
The analysis revealed that all the m6mbers registered with
the Club were of the Caucasian race.

Of the 1143 members, 953

were native-born; ten, foreign-born; and 180 membership cards
contained no information.
-30-
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In regard to schooling, 744 attended grade school; 84, high
school; and one was attending college.
lacked this information.

However, 314 cards

The grade reached by grade and high

..

school pupils could not be determined b.ecause 504 of the 744
who attended grade school, and 75 of the 84 who attended high
school did not give this evidence.
The occupation of the members sixt~en years of age and
over could only be analyzed in 45 instances.

Information about

the occupation of their mothers was almost entirely lacking.
Complete knowledge of religion was impossible to secure,
since 356 cards did not contain the data.

It is interesting

to note here that the religion of the boy did not in any way
affect his application for membership.
BIRTHPLACE
Table I indicates that the largest number of boys registered for membership were born in MissouriJ and that 638 were
born in the City of St. Louis, whereas, 130 were born in other
parts of the state.

The total number of boys whose birthplace

was in other parts of the United States was 185.

Of this

number, 128 were born either in Illinois, Arkansas, or
Tennessee.

AGE
Table II presents the largest number of boys according to
age grouping.

The analysis of the age of the members in single

TABLE I
STATE OF BIRTH OF NATIVE-BORN WHITE MEMBERS
REGISTERED WITH THE BOYS CLUB
NUMBER

BIRTHPLACE
Missouri
St. Louis
Out state
Illinois
Arkansas
Tennessee
Indiana
Iowa
Pennsylvania
Colorado
Texas
Alabama
Kentucky
Minnesota
Mississippi
Ohio
New Mexico
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Washington
Washington, D.
Wisconsin
California
Kansas
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
West Virginia

c.

TOTAL

768.
638''
130

80.58
66.94
13.64

73
42
13
6
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

7.66
4.40
1.36
6.63
0.52
0.52
0.43
0.43
0.31
0.31

953
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PER CENT

~

0~31

0.31
0.31
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
100.00

•

-32years indicated that 1067 of the 1143 were between the years of
8 and 21.

According to age grouping, the table gives evidence

that 789 members were in the age group of 10 to 17 years.
However, according to age in single years, the analysis indica·•

ted that:
107 members were 12 years of
U
94
13
"
"
"
127
""
" "u
" 14
137
15
"
"
123
" 16 " "
"

a~e
I

~

"
"
"

It has been evidenced from this table that 588, or 51.44%
of the total membership of the club comprised the age group of
12 to 16 years.
RESIDENCE
Tables III and IV indicate the largest number of members,
according to city districts and tracts.

The map of the City of

St. Louis, 1930 Census Division, shows the 25 districts and

th~

35 tracts contained therein. * Table III shows that 972 members
were fram District 23, While Table IV indicates that of this
number 686 of the boys were from Tract D.

The Boys' Club of

St. Louis, as shown on the map, is located in the 23rd district,
Tract D.

Thus it is evident that the Club is serving a local

need, for which purpose it was established.

From Mill Creek,

District 22 1 which is situated north of the Soulard District,
comes the second largest number of members, 114 in all.

*

39A

r

TABLE II

•
AGE GROUPING OF MEMBERS REGISTERED
WITH THE BOYS t CLUB
AGE GROUPING

NUMBER

eo

5.25

437
352
151
1:00
9

38.23
30.80
13.21
10.41
0.79

15
1143

1.31
100.00

Under 10
10
15
18
20
25

to
to
to
to
to

14
17
19
24
29

Unknown
TOTAL

PER CENT

*****
TABLE III
RESIDENCE BY CITY DISTRICTS OF MEMBERS
REGISTERED WITH THE BOYS' CLUB
DISTRICT

MUMBER

972
114
19
8
7
6
4
3
2
2
2
2
1
1

85.06
9.98
1.66
0.70
0.61
0.52
0.35
0.26
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.09
0.09

1143

100.00

23-Soulard
22-Mill Creek
24-Cherokee
16-'l'ower Grove
25-Downtown
15-Cleve1and
!-Carondelet
17-Compton
4-0akland
7-Northwest
14-Southam.pton
18-Ranken
5-West End
21-Beaumont
TOTAL

PER CENT

-32A~
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Table IV indicates that 100 boys in this group are from Tract D.
The map shows this tract to be contiguous to the Soulard District.

The Cherokee District, 24, south of the Soulard District,

..

contains 19 members, as shown in Table.III.

Table IV indicates

that 12 of these 19 boys come from Tract D of the Soulard
District, fUrther indication that the club is serving a local
need.

The total number of boys whose

~sidence

was in other

districts and tracts of the city was thirty-eight.
HABITATION
From Table V it is evident that the largest number of boys,
979, registered for membership with the Boys' Club of St. Louis
live with both parents, whereas 164 live with someone other
than both parents.

The analysis indicated that there were 104

boys living with a father or a mother.

The number of boys who

live with someone other than a father or a mother was 59.

This

specific information was lacking from 23 membership cards.
MEMBERSHIP
Table VI indicates that 537 boys remain as registered
members of the club for at least two years, while 355 boys
remain members for only one year.

The table also gives evidence

that 231 boys, or 20.20% of the total registered membership,
have remained members of the club for 5-S years.
ACTIVITIES
Table VII reveals that the largest number of boys--925, or
some form of athletics.

Handcrafts rank

't

•

TABlE IV

RESIDENCE BY CEN&JS TRACTS OF .MEMBERS REGISTERED WITH THE BOYS' CliJB

District & Tract
1 - Carondelet
Tract d
e
g

4 - OILkland
Tract a
c
6 -West End
Tract c
7 - Northwest
Tract d
14 - Southampton
Tract a
c
15 - Cleveland
Tract •
f

16 - Tower Grove
Tract c
d

•

17 - Compton
Tract b
c
d

·~

Number

Per Cent

2
1
1

0.17
0.09
o.o9

1
1
1

"'

0.09
0.09
0.09

District & Tract
18 - R&ken
Tract a
c
21 - Beaumont
Tract ci
22 - Mill Creek
Tract a
b
c
d

2

0.17

1
1

0.09
0.09

23 • Soulard
Tract a
b
0

d

5
1

0.44
0.09

a
1
4

0.26
o.o9
o.35

1
1
1

o.os
0.09
0.09

•

24 - Cherokee
Tract b
c
d
26 - Downtown
Tract b
c
d
TOTAL

........_

Number

Per Cent

1
1

0.09
0.09

1

0.09

6
2
100

0.52
0.17
0.52
8.76

14
66
20
686
186

1.22
6.77
1.76
60.03
16.27

a
4
12

0.26
o.as
1.06

a
2
2

0.26
0.17
0.17

1,14a

100.00

6

~
~

Ill

r ________________________________________________
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second, with 171.

~

•

Twenty cards gave no mention of leisure-time

activity.
PARENT'S NATIONALITY
Tables VIII and IX reveal that

ba~~ly

50% of the registered

membership cards signified the nationality of the members'
parents.

These tables give evidence, however, that the club
~

was represented by 31 different nationalities, among which the
following nationalities were predominant:
American
Nationality of Fathers
305

"

Mothers

284

Ger.man
80

Irish

61

44

56

In general, the analysis of the memberShips indicated that
the services of the boys' club were extended to boys of an area
for which there were few facilities for adequate housing and
outdoor activities.

Most of the boys were American-born.

Their

families were on a dependent,econamic home level, or a lowmarginal income level.

A more detailed study of the background

of the homes of the boys indicated pertinent factors in regard
to the boy's relationship to his home, to the community, and to
the boys' club.

TABLE V
RELATIONSHIPS OF PERSONS MEMBERS REGISTERED
WITH THE BOYS' CLUB LIVE WITH
RELATIONSHIP

NUMBER

PER CENT

979
85'·
20

3

85.65
7.44
1.75
0.09
0.35
0.52
1.14
0.17
0.17
0.35
0.09
0.26

23

2.02

1143

100.00

Parents
Mother
Father
Guardian
Sister
Brother
Grandmother
Grandfather
Wife
Aunt
Uncle
Friends

l
4
6
13~

2
2
4

l

Unknown
TOTAL

*****
TABLE VI

:NUMBER OF YEARS MEMBERS ARE REGISTERED
WITH THE BOYS' CLUB
NUMBER

NUMBER YEARS

355
537
000
3
38
39
95
59

l

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Unknown
TOTAL
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PER CENT
31.06
46.99

oo.oo

0.26
3.32
3.41
8.31
5.16

17

1.49

1143

100.00

r

TABLE VII

..

ACTIVITIES MEMBERS REGISTERED
WITH THE BOYS 1 CLUB

• NUMBER

ACTIVITIES

PER CENT

Athletics

925

80.93

Handcrafts

171

14.96

Games and Handcrafts

12

1.05

Music and Handcrafts

8

0.70

Music

6

0.52

Music, Games and Handcrafts

1

0.09

__g.Q

1.75

1143

100.00

Unknown

TOTAL

-34B-
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TABLE VIII
NATIONALITY OF FATHERS OF MEMBERS
REGISTERED WITH THE BOYS t CLUB
NATIONALITY
American
German
Irish
·French
Italian
Syrian
Grecian
Polish
Croatian
English
Bohemian
Mexican
Spanisl;l
Austrian
Hungarian
Scotch
Russian
Albanian
Czeckoslovakian
Serbian
Ukrainian
Jewish
Rumanian
Swedish
Hollander
Jugoslavian
Belgian
Cuban
Canadian
Lithuanian
Paraguan

NUMBER

PER CENT

305
80
56
14
13
13
12
10
9
9
8
8
8
7
7
7
6
5
5
5
5
4

26.68
7.00
4.90
1.22
1.14
1.14
1.05
0.87

•

TOTAL

-34C-

0~70

4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

0.61
0.61
0.61
0.52
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.44
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.17
0.17
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

530

46.37

1143

100.00

4

Unknown

0~79

0.79
0.70
0.70

TABLE IX

•

NATIONALITY OF MOTHERS OF MEMBERS
REGISTERED WITH THE BOYS' CLUB

..

NUMBER

NATIONALITY

PER CENT
24.85
5.34
3.85
1.14
1.05
0.87
0.87
0.87
0.79
0.79
0.79
0.70

American
German
Irish
Syrian
French
Austrian
Hungarian
Mexican
Croatian
Greek
Polish
English
Italian
Spanish
Bohemian
Russian
Albanian
Serbian
Hollander
Jewish
Rumanian
Scotch
Ukrainian
Czechoslovakian
Portuguese
Swedish
Cuban
Danish
Egyptian
Jugoslavian
Lithuanian

284
61
44
13
1!
10
10
10
9
9
9

3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

0.52
0.44
0.44
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.35
0.26
0.17
0.17
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

Unknown

596

52.15

1143

100.00

8

7
7
6
6
5
5
4

4
4
4
4

TOTAL

-34D-

0~61

0.61
0~52

-·

CHAPTER V
CASE STUDY OF SELECTED GROUPS
The following chapter presents the findings of case interviews with 50 active, registered membe»s of the Boys' Club of
St. Louis.

From the 1250 active membership cards the author

selected every twenty-fourth card.

The parents of these boys,

as well as the boys themselves, were interviewed. *
Physical and Social Environment of the Boys
All the homes of the boys visited were located within a·
mile and a half radius of the club.

Three

h~es,

located about five or six miles from the club.

however, were

The latter were

situated in a good residential district, while the former were
located in poor residential, tenement, slum, industrial, or
business districts.
The largest number of the homes visited were two- and three
story brick buildings, averaging three rooms to a family.
were located in the Soulard District.
are built close to the sidewalk.

*

See Appendix (schedule).
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These

Almost all the houses

A front yard or lawn is an
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exception, while the back yards, if not built up with rear
teneme~ts,

are very small.

The neighborhood in general, with

the exception of a few houses that are kept in good repair, is
run

do~

and neglected.

Most of the buildings are more than

fifty ~ears old; many of them do not have the modern conveniences, nor adequate sanitation facilities.
living1n the rear of his parents'

radi~

One boy was found

store.

T.he majority of the homes visited were poorly furnished,
many

c~ntaining

only the bare necessities.

However, four homes

in thi~ district were found to be well furnished; and the homes
visited in the better residential district were very well furnished,

It is to be noted that 50% of the homes were clean and

well csred for, though they were located in poor residential
and

te~ement

districts.

Tlenty-seven homes had nothing for the children in the way•
of rec1eation (ten of these 21 possessed a few children's
games); two homes had a piano, radio, and games.
I~

regard to the marital status of the fifty families

visited, 38 of this number were classified as stable; i.e., the
parent~

of the boys were living together and the relationship

in the aome was harmonious.

Of the remaining number, ten were

found to be broken homes, due to divorce, separation, or the
death

~r

one parent.

The lack of harmonious relationship

betwee1 all members of the family was to be observed only in
two fanilies.

-37The mother of Richard J. had had four children by ~er
first husband.
death.

She married again after her first husband's

The mother stated, "There is always some quarreling

..

going on between Mr. J. and myself--he seems to be always picking on my children, especially the three boys."
The home environment of Jim

s.

was found to be undesirable.

The parents are unstable; there is conaiderable domestic difficulty.

The father has spent time in the work-house; the

mother is employed during the day and is away from home often
in the evenings.

They have been evicted many times for non-

payment of rent.

They owe every grocery store in the district.

At present they are located in the slum district; their home
is untidy and poorly furnished.

The parents indicated that

they "don't care what Jim does, just as long as he keeps out
of the way.n

*

How easy for this boy with little constructive •

training, interest, or good example in his own home to find an
outlet in activities which lead to delinquency.

For him the

club is a protection where he is able to make constructive use
of his time and where he finds influences which are lacking in
his home.
It is difficult to describe the economic status of the
homes visited.

*

The evaluations were based on the individual's

See page 43.
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own statements and on the observations of the interviewers.
Twenty-eight families were ttgetting bytt---living from day to
day.

A few of these were found to be in extreme need.

Seven-

teen were classed as being "in fair circumstances"--something
saved in case of a rainy day.

Five had no "financial worries".

Of the fifty homes visited, 16 had contacts with social agencies, while 34 had none.

Both parents of John R. worked, in

order to keep from receiving relief.
cared for during the

d~y

Their five children were

by the grandmothers.

The educational level of the homes was determined on the
basis of the amount of schooling the parents had received.
Low level indicates that the parents had reached at least the
fifth grade; medium level, that they had finished the eight
grades; medium high, that the parents had at least two years
of high school; and anything above this was considered of a
high educational level.
The Boy In Relation To His Family
An interesting phase of this study was that the parents'

attitudes were revealed through their statements regarding the
boy and his activities.

The attitudes range from complete

indifferenee and lack of knowledge to apparent interest and
concern for his welfare--not only during the time the boy was
in the home, put also outside the home.

In thirty-eight cases,
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•

the parents claimed that their boy presented no problems.

How-

ever, £our parents, who were quite boast£ul as to the conduct o£
their boys, revealed an attitude o£ indi££erence in relation to
the boy.

For example, the mother of Matt K. proclaimed, "He's

a different boy since joining the club; I don't worry about him
now--I know he is all right and in good company. 11
of Frank W. made the following statement,

11

The mother

He is never home."

The parents o£ John B. didn't know John belonged to the club.
The father of John

s.

stated, "I don't care what he does. 11

Likewise, the relationship between Richard J. and his stepfather was anything but harmonious.

The mother of this boy said

"They are always quarreling, and many times my husband has hit
my son."

Also, the parents of Jim

s.

stated that ifuey "didn't

care what Jim does."
In 5 cases, the parents state that their boy at one time
presented a behavior problem--that he had been known to the
Juvenile Court, but that since joining the club, he presented
no further serious problems.
The names of the £ifty boys were cleared with the records
of the Juvenile Court to determine the cases known to the court.
The records of the court revealed these same five cases.

More-

over, the court had recommended that these boys join the Boys'
Club of St. Louis, and since their relationship with the club
they had not been known to the court.

•40
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Of the fifty cases studied, only seven presented a health
problem.

Three were of a serious nature, namely, that of

heart trouble, asthma, and one boy had a serious case of mastoids in both ears.
case.

In the study there was one mental defectiv

..

Bob H., twenty-one years of age, had a mental age of

12 years.

This boy was observed at the club one afternoon.

Having spent a short time in the game

acrobatic depart-

~oom,

ment, and the weight-lifting room, Bob showed interest and
spent the rest of the afternoon in the woodwork shop.

However,

according to the director, this boy had not been able to
"settle down" to any one thing in the club.
The attitude of the parents toward the club was a very
favorable one.

To quote some parents:

--"need more such

clubs"--"would be terrible if it closed" --"the club is doing
wonders for the boy."

One expressed this indifference, "the

boys like the club--! guess it's all right."

ot·

Others expressed

themselves enthusiastically& --"the club is a wonderful thing;
too bad such a club didn't exist before 1929--it would have
kept plenty of boys from going to jail and being killed--that's
the truth--! know what I am talking about--! have lived in this
district for nineteen years."
Ralph L. who was speaking.

That was an older brother of

He continued,

11

1 was only a kid,

but I remember the famous "cuckoo 11 gang--saw many of them shot
down around these corners.

We kids tried to imitate them,

-41it would be impossible for anyone such as you to walk tAe
streets of this district without being showered with eggs,
fruit, or vegetables."

The mother of Gene M. spoke thus:

I have broken up two pool halls in order to
keep my boy out of trouble--.+ know the harm
that can come to boys that "hang outn in such
places. I told my boy that I would break up
every one that he ever attempted to nhang out"
in. Yes, I insisted that he join the boys'
club. He knew I meant busin~ss and he joined.
Now he's happy that he did--fn fact 8 of his
pals have become members.
The parents of Vince L., who lived in the rear of their
radio shop, expressed their attitude toward the club by saying:
Children in this neighborhood had nothing
until the boys' club was opened. It has done
a lot in keeping them out of mischief and in
keeping them clean in mind and body. We are
sure glad that our boy is a member. We don't
have to worry about him in the winter months
for we know he is off the streets and at the
club. When nine o'clock comes along he is
home here ready for bed.
With the exception of those parents who are indifferent or
disinterested in the activities of their sons, the general
attitude of the parents toward the club was one of gratitude
for the assistance which the club was giving them, in providing
a place for their boys to spend time in a wholesome environment.
The Boy in Relation to the Club
The number of years the boys belonged to the club, as well
as the average number of years a member is with the club, was

-42revealed in studying the relation of the boy to the

clu~.

The

case study revealed that the number of years the boys belonged
to the club ranged from three months to ten years.

Seven boys

were members for one year; eighteen were members of the club for
,,

2-5 years; five were found to have been members from 6-10 years.
The average number of years a boy belongs to the club is two
years.
Of the activities participated in at the club, many of
the boys listed as many as three and four activities.
however, replied, ''nothing in particular."

Two boys,

Baseball and basket-

ball were listed by one-third of the boys; eleven boys listed
crafts as their main activity at the club; wrestling and football were signified by eight boys; while, one of the following
activities was mentioned by 16 boys:

softball, boxing, weight-

lifting, swimming, volleyball, acrobatics, photography, and

.<i·

music.
The age of the fifty boys interviewed ranged from 8-29
years.

The average age was 15 years.

The age grouping was as

follows:
9 boys were between the ages of 8-ll years.
II
tt
11 12-16
tt
22
"
"
"
II
II
16
"
17-21
"
"
"
II
tl
II
3
" " 22-29 "
"

"

Without exception, the 50 boys interviewed expressed
gratitude for what the club had dane for them.

The following

interviews give evidence of the help and service the boys' club
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• club:
is rendering, as well as of the boys attitude toward the
On intervJewing Jim s., he had little say about
his home, but he was interested in one thing--he
was in high school and wanted to become an
engineer. He said he could not stand it at home
and was glad to have such a club in his neighborhood. He was grateful for the interest shown
him by the director, and, in fact, by everyone
connected with the club. His whole outlook on
life had been changed and he was going to try to
make something of himself. "The club has certainly kept me from being a cr!minal--you know
what my home's like--a fellowhas got to have
some place to go--I don't know what I would do
if it closed."
Martin E. had been known to the Juvenile Court
twice before he joined the boys' club. He had
been arrested for breaking windows andcstealing
papers. The court recommended that he join
Father Maxwell's Boys' Club. Martin joined the
c~ub in 1931.
He said he f~d it very hard at
first to interest himself in any one of the activities the club offered. He said he was
afraid to quit because of the court; als9, everyone was so good to him at the club--"they really
wanted to help me. Finally, Mr. ____ got me to
box and I have been at it ever since--that was
eight years ago. I have had a try at the best
of them; sometimes I have won and plenty of
times I have been knocked out."
Johnny R. joined the Boys' Club of St. Louis in
1936. He was 12 years old when he was brought
before the court on a charge of breaking windows
in the Soulard District. His father is dead and
his mother works. He had n:a ·one to look after
him. When interviewed, Johnny said that the
court really knew what they were doing when they
told him to join the boys' club. "Before I
joined the club," he said, "I didn't know what
to do with myself--there was nothing at home for
me to do--I was always getting into trouble."
Johnny didn't like the club at first--"but everyone is so good to you here, 11 he said, "that a

*

See page 37.
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guy can't help but get to like it. The club
is one place for me to go--it keeps me plenty
busy." Johnny stated that he was getting to
be quite an acrobat.
According to the director of the club, Johnny
is typical of all newcomers--they participate
in one sport or another untir finally they
really become interested in some one thing.
It took Johnny quite some time to adjust himself to the club, but today he is an active
member of the organization.

•

Johnny's mother, on being interviewed one
evening, stated that, before Johnny joined the
boys' club, she would come home from work and
spend an hour or so looking for him in the
neighborhood, and was always being asked to
pay for the damage that Johnny had done while
she was away at work. She had decided to have
him "put away 11 • She had asked him to join the
boys' club many times, but he had said that it
was only for ttsissies". Then the Court advised
him to go to the club. She added, "A few months
after he had joined the club I could see the
change in him. Tonight, for instance, when I
got home from work, he's only a youngster, but
he had the rooms cleaned up and the table set
for supper. That has been happening for over
a year now. You can't realize," she continued,
"how much easier it is for me to work during
the day, knowing that Johnny is at the club
and will be home when I get there. He says he
wants to be a great acrobat."
Thus it is seen how the Boys' 6lub of St. Louis not only
keeps boys out of trouble, by providing worthwhile activities,
but also supplies a controled environment under trained leadership during leisure time, which influences behavior and the
formation of good character.
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•
Community Feeling Toward The Club
The feeling of the

co~nity

toward the club can be

determined from statements made by the Juvenile Court, business
men, and merchants in the Soulard District.

The general

attitude of all can be expressed by the following statement
by one merchant:

"We are happy and

fo~tunate

to have the club

in our district--it is doing great work with the boys.
do

a.nythi~

We will

to keep it operating."

...

.
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION

..

The year 1929 marked the opening of the doors of the
Boys' Club of St. Louis on Park

Avenue~and

Ninth Street in the

Soulard District, an area with a high rate of delinquency.
The club was organized in a district that had a large
juvenile population unreached by recreational facilities.

A

report from the Boys' Club of America, Inc. indicated that the
Police Report of 1927 in St. Louis recorded the arrest of 3486
boys, seventeen years and under; a record which presented the
number of arrests equal to one boy in every fourteen.

The

Boys' Club of America, Inc. stressed, in its report, the
seriousness of the environmental conditions which surrounded
the boy and brought him into conflict with society.
The Boys' Club of St. Louis was planned to serve boys
between the ages of eight and twenty-one.

That this objective

has been achieved is evident in the increase in membership
from 300 boys in 1929 to 1500, ten years later.

Moreover, the

analysis of the membership carda of 1937 (Chapter IV,
Tables III and IV) indicates that the club serves over eightyfive per cent of the boys in the Soulard District, and close to
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-47ninety per cent of the active members are between the

a~es

of

eight and twenty-one years.
The Boys' Club of St. Louis does not attempt to offer any
substitute for the home, school, and church.

Father Edward

Moore, an authority on group work with boys, has stated in
ef~ect

that the three true character-building agencies are the

home, the school, and the church, and

~at

a leisure-time

agency is secondary and supplementary to these and may help,
but cannot do the whole job.

1

The total personality develop-

ment of the boy must include his ability to adjust to groups.
A person as an individual is not the only concern, but also a
person as a member of society.

Consequently, social environ-

ment and how the individual is able to adjust to his environment is of greatest importance.

Father Maxwell provides this

experience through the constructive method of the full-time
program of the Boys' Club of St. Louis.
The program is very flexible and appeals to every type of
boy, as it is adapted to meet the individual needs of the boy.
The club is not just a center where the boy may find escape
from conflict or difficulties in the home and the neighborhood.
It is an educational experience which contributes to the boys'
individual growth and preparation for adulthood.

1.

The purpose

Moore, Rev. Edward R. "The Place of the Character-Building
The National Probation Year Book, 1935, PP• 176-77/

Agenc~es",

-48of the club is not to furnish more amusement and entertlinment.
The provision for play is a means to an end--the building of
character.

The Boys' Club of St. Louis has men who are well-

trained, who know boys, who know what boys want to do, and who

..

know themselves how to do those things.

It meets the require-

ments and standards of the Federation o.fLBpys' Clubs.
There is no doubt that .the chief CJOntribution of the Boys 1
Club has been in the prevention of juvenile delinquency in the
community.

Fr. Frank

x.

Reller, chief probation officer of the

Juvenile Court of St. Louis, made the following statement, when
interviewed in July, 1939:

''In the Soulard District, served

by Father Maxwell's enormous boys' club, juvenile delinquency
has been reduced by hal.f, police records will show."

In the

proceedings of the Sixteenth National Conference of Catholic
Charities, the following statement is made regarding the
St. Louis Boys' Club:

"The captain of the police district

(Soulard District) has made a public statement to the effect
that delinquency has been cut thirty per cent in one year, and
from the immediate neighborhood of the club he had very few
arrests.

The principal of the public school tells of the

great improvement in the behavior and the attitude of the boys
toward discipline and order and application.

The librarian at

the public library in the district has stated that the boys
who in the past winters caused trouble in the library by
loitering around and disturbing others were not found in the

..

•49library last winter.
occupied."

They were in the Boys' Club, wholesomely

2

Mr. Arthur Barnes, president of the Boys' Club, has been

..

interested in the club and in boys' work for the past ten
years.

Since 1934 he has become very active in the work.

has been president of the 6lub for two years.
annual meetings and any special

meetin~s

He

He attends the

that are called.

He

stated that a fine relationship exists between the members of
the Board and the business men of the community.

"They are

very cooperative because they realize the good the club is
doing--it certainly is fulfilling its objective--delinquency
has been greatly reduced in the Soulard District.

Father

Maxwell is doing a splendid job and he has great plans for the
future.

There is still much to be done."

Through the study of the organization and development of *
the Boys' Club of St. Louis, it is evident that under the
thoughtful leadership at ·Father Maxwell the club is meeting the
objectives of a boys' club, which are so well expressed by
Sanford Bates:
Boys' Club work in this country must have
a deeper purpose than merely to give opportunity for the expression of our altruism.
It must concern itself with something
beyond merely getting the boys off the street.
It has a higher significance than the prevention of delinquency. In short, it should
2.

The National Probation Year Book, 1930, P• 227.
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have for its object the preservation of
democracy and the construction of good
citizenship. This is a task requiring
professionally trained leadershi~ and the
backing of the entire community •

..

2. Bates, Sanford, "Can Police Run Boys' Clubs?", The Catholic
Charities Review, February, 1940, p. 45.
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